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Abstract
We study the computational complexity of some well-known problems of 2D digital topology.
We prove that all considered problems (including reachability in 2D binary images, connectivity,
lower homotopy and symmetric homotopy) are in LogSpace. We prove that reachability in
2D binary images and some other problems are NC1-hard. Finally, we prove that most of the
considered problems are not in AC0. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Digital topology is a domain of computer science which consists in studying the topo-
logical properties of discrete geometrical objects, such as these met in image analysis or
image processing. The most commonly used framework in 2D is the Z2 framework, in
which any object can be identi7ed with a 7nite subset of Z2. Some adjacency relations
are de7ned which express neighboring relationships between points of Z2 (see [17]).
The data structure used to represent a subset of Z2 is generally a matrix of 0’s and
1’s, a 1 representing an element of the object, and a 0 an element of the complement
of the object.
Some basic routines are extensively used, such as determining whether a subset is
connected, or connected components labelling or numbering. Thinning algorithms are
also widely used in pattern recognition and image analysis, and, as explained in [16] for
example, the notion of topological thinning is closely related to sequential deletion of
simple points (see the notion of lower homotopy considered in this paper). Finally, the
notion of symmetric homotopy, also considered in this paper, intuitively corresponds to
the notion of “continuous deformation” (see [26]), and is a very important notion for
pattern recognition. The purpose of this paper is to study the computational complexity
of these basic routines.
Several algorithms for connected components labelling and other related problems are
presented and analysed in [1, 6]. In both papers, the underlying models of computation
are various PRAM architectures, whereas our algorithms are presented in terms of
Boolean circuits and sequential RAM computers. By comparing these models (see for
instance [10]), one veri7es that the algorithm presented here for the image component
labelling problem improves the complexity of this problem. Also, in [4], some of the
problems considered in this paper (in particular the lower homotopy problem) are
studied. However, as we can see through the results presented here, the algorithms
proposed there are not optimal in terms of complexity. Moreover, no lower bound for
complexity is provided in these three papers.
This paper is both a matter for computational complexity and digital topology. We
make precise the required notions of computational complexity in Section 1, and the
used basic notions and results of digital topology are presented in Section 2. In these
two sections, there is no original material.
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In Section 3, we state and prove a new result of digital topology which is at the heart
of the complexity computations in the whole paper. More precisely, we characterize 2D
image reachability (i.e. we determine whether two given points in a binary image are
connected in this image) via the adjacency graph on the digital boundary of the image.
As a corollary, we obtain a LogSpace algorithm for the 2D image reachability problem.
In Section 4, we introduce the basic problems of 2D digital topology we are inter-
ested in (see Section 4.1) and investigate their complexity. More precisely, we show in
Section 4.2, that all our problems reduce, under an appropriate reduction, to 2D image
reachability. As a consequence, we obtain that all the problems we are interested in
are in LogSpace.
Section 5 is devoted to lower bounds for the complexity of the considered problems.
In Section 5.1, we prove that 2D image reachability is NC1-hard. As a corollary,
we see that image component labelling and numbering are also NC1-hard. Finally, in
Section 5.2, we show that none of the basic problems considered in this paper (except
possibly the connected lower homotopy problem) can be performed in parallel constant
time with a polynomial resource (i.e. using an AC0 family of circuits).
In the appendix, we leave the domain of digital topology, and we turn to the reach-
ability problem in permutation graphs. This problem is obviously in LogSpace and, as
a corollary of our previous results, we show that it is also NC1-hard.
1. Denitions and notations of computational complexity
We assume the reader to be familiar with the usual models of computation and
complexity classes. For a general course in computational complexity, see for instance
[23]. For a simple introduction to the 7eld, see for instance [15]. In this section, we
restrict ourselves to make the models and notations we use precise enough for our
purpose. We turn successively to Turing machines, Boolean circuits and reductions
between problems. Finally, we introduce the classical problems on strings, graphs and
trees we need in this paper.
1.1. Turing machines
We consider multitape Turing machines. For such a machine M, we adopt the
following notations and conventions. Let h¿2 be the number of tapes of M: tape 1
is the read-only input tape, tape 2 is the write-only output tape (in case M computes
a function). Let Q be the set of states of M. Two states in Q are distinguished: q0
(initial state) and qa (accepting state). Let us denote A= {0; 1; B} the alphabet (where
the “blank” symbol B denotes an empty tape case) and by M the set of possible
moves of the heads: m (motionless), r (right) and l (left). The transition table of M
is denoted by :
 : Q × Ah → Q × (A×M)h;
(q; a1; : : : ; ah) → (q′; (a1; m1); (b2; m2); : : : ; (bh; mh)):
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Note that  is deterministic here. In the non-deterministic case, (q; a1; : : : ; ah) is a
7nite subset of Q× (A×M)h.
A con=guration Cs of M is a complete description of the current step of the com-
putation: Cs=(qs; cs1; : : : ; c
s
h), where q
s is the state at time s, and for i=1 to h, csi is
the content of tape i at time s. More precisely, csi is a word on the alphabet A∪{.},
where the special sign . occurs exactly once and indicates the head position for tape i
at time s. For instance, the initial con7guration of the computation of M on input w is:
C0 = (q0; . w; . B; : : : ; . B). In the deterministic model, the transition table associates a
unique con7guration to any given con7guration, while in the non-deterministic model,
the transition table associates a 7nite set of con7gurations to any given con7guration.
Hence, the computation of a deterministic Turing machine on a given input is rep-
resented by an appropriate sequence of con7gurations, whereas the computation of a
non-deterministic Turing machine is represented by a tree of con7gurations.
Let us 7rst introduce Logspace Turing machines: such a machine has a read-only
input tape with length m, an unbounded write-only output tape (if necessary) and a
7xed number of read–write work tapes with O(logm) total length. Moreover, the head
on the possible output tape never goes to the left, so that when a bit is output, it
cannot be modi7ed later on.
We denote by LogSpace (resp. NLogSpace) the class of languages accepted by
some Logspace deterministic (resp. non-deterministic) Turing machine.
Now, let us present Logtime Turing machines: they also have a read-only input tape
with length m and a 7xed number of read–write work tapes with O(logm) total length.
In addition, they have a read–write address tape with length logm. At each step of its
computation, the machine can read the bit of its input which address is written on the
address tape (or say that there is no such bit in case the address is too large). This
random addressing device is necessary because otherwise, in logarithmic time, such a
machine would access only the O(logm) 7rst bits of its input.
Finally, we also need alternating Turing machine. Alternation is a generalization of
non-determinism in terms of acceptance. There are two disjoint sets of states Q=Q∨ ∪
Q∧, with q0 ∈Q∨ by convention. Acceptation is de7ned recursively as follows: a
con7guration which is a leaf of the computation tree accepts iM its state is qa. An
∨-con7guration (resp. ∧-con7guration) accepts iM one (resp. any) of its children is an
accepting con7guration. Notice that a non-deterministic Turing machine only has ∨
states.
We denote by ALogTime the class of languages accepted by some alternating Log-
time Turing machine M in logarithmic time (i.e. the computation tree of M on an
input with length m has depth O(logm)).
1.2. Circuits
Circuits are an alternative model for parallel computation. A (Boolean) circuit is a
directed acyclic labelled graph. In this framework, vertices are called gates and edges
are called wires. Labels are taken in {∧;∨;¬; 0; 1; x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; yp}. Let us call
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fan-in (resp. fan-out) of a gate g the number of its incoming (resp. outcoming) wires.
¬-gates have fan-in 1, 0-gates, 1-gates and xi-gates (the so-called inputs) have fan-in
0, and yj-gates (the so-called outputs) have fan-in 1 and fan-out 0. For all 16i6m
(resp. 16j6p), there is exactly one gate labelled by xi (resp. yj). An incoming wire
of a gate g is called an input of g.
Let C be a circuit with m inputs and p outputs, and assume the inputs (x1; : : : ; xm)
are assigned a truth value in {0; 1}m, still denoted by (x1; : : : ; xm). Then, by induction
on the length of the longest path from an input gate to g, a ∧-gate (resp. ∨-gate) g




i=1 gi) ∈{0; 1},
a ¬-gate g with input h∈{0; 1} is assigned the value ¬h and an output yj with input
h∈{0; 1} is assigned the value h. Thus, the circuit C computes the Boolean function f
associated to its outputs, i.e. f : {0; 1}m→{0; 1}p such that f(x1; : : : ; xm)= (y1; : : : ; yp).
Let us denote by {0; 1}∗ the set of 7nite strings over the alphabet {0; 1}. Let
f : {0; 1}∗→{0; 1}∗ be a function such that f|{0;1}m =fm, with fm : {0; 1}m→{0; 1}p(m)
(i.e. strings of same length are mapped to strings of same length). We say that a family
of circuits C =(Cm)m¿1 computes the function f iM for all m¿1, the circuit Cm has
m inputs and computes fm. In case p(m)= 1 for all m¿1, we say that C decides or
accepts the language L(C)= {w∈{0; 1}∗=f(w)= 1}.
The two parameters measuring the complexity of a circuit C are its size S(C) (num-
ber of wires) and its depth D(C) (maximal length of a path between an input and an
output, also corresponding to parallel computation time). Let f and g be non-decreasing
functions. We say that a family of circuits C =(Cm)m¿1 has depth O(f(m)) and size
O(g(m)) if for all m¿1, the circuit Cm with m inputs satis7es D(Cm)6d:f(m) and
S(Cm)6s:g(m) for some constants d and s.
We de7ne AC0 (resp. NC1) as the class of languages accepted by a family of circuits
with constant (resp. logarithmic) depth and polynomial size, with ∧ and ∨-gates with
unbounded fan-in (resp. with fan-in two).
If there is no restriction on the means allowed to de7ne each circuit Cm in the
family C, one could provide families of circuits “computing” non-computable functions.
Roughly speaking, we intend the function m →Cm to be computable by some easy
algorithm. In the case of AC0, we formalize this requirement (called uniformity) below
via 7rst-order de7nable languages and direct connection language (see [2]). Note that
uniformity is an obvious property in most of our proofs, except in the NC1-hardness
proof in Section 5.1.
Now, let us make more precise the notion of uniformity for AC0 circuits. The main
idea is to express properties of binary strings using 7rst-order formulas.
Any binary string w∈{0; 1}∗ can be seen as a 7nite structure 〈{0; : : : ; |w|−1}; 0; =;
BIT; 1w〉, where the constant 0 represents the smallest element in the domain, 1w(x) is
true iM the xth letter of w is a 1 and BIT (x; y) holds iM the bit of rank y of the binary
expansion of x is 1. The variables in our formulas range over the n positions in the
string w, and we access the input via the unary predicate 1w.
Let us denote by FO[BIT] the set of (7rst-order) formulas built up using the vo-
cabulary =; BIT; 1w, the logical connectives ∧;∨;¬, the quanti7ers ∃;∀ and variables
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x; y; z; : : : : Note that a sentence (i.e. a formula with no free variable) # in FO[BIT ]
expresses a property over strings: given a string w, the sentence # evaluate either to
true or false in the 7nite structure 〈{0; : : : ; |w| − 1}; 0; =; BIT; 1w〉.
For instance, the following formula expresses the fact that w contains exactly two 1’s
in an even position: ∃i ∃ j [¬ i= j∧ 1w(i)∧ 1w(j)∧¬BIT (i; 0)∧¬BIT (j; 0)∧∀k (k = i
∨ k = j∨¬ 1w(k)∨BIT (k; 0))].
We say that a set of strings is de=nable in FO[BIT ] (is in FO[BIT ] for short) iM it
is the set of 7nite models of some 7rst-order sentence of vocabulary {0;=; BIT; 1w}.
For instance, the example of formula above shows that the set of all strings having
exactly two 1’s in an even position is de7nable in FO[BIT ].
In this paper, we make an extensive use of the facts that most usual arithmetic
functions and relations (such as 6;+;×; 2x; : : :) are in FO[BIT ] (see [14]), and that
one can handle numbers with length O(log |w|), i.e. as big as a polynomial in |w| (such
an integer is viewed as the sequence of its digits in the log |w|-expansion).
The direct connection language DCL(C) of a family of circuits C is the set of
4-tuples (m; g; p; '), where m is written in binary, g is the number (in binary) of some
gate of Cm, p and ' are binary numbers such that p=0 and ' is the type of the
gate g (i.e. ¬, ∧, ∨, input, output) or p¿0 and the pth input of the gate g is the
gate '.
An AC0 family C =(Cm)m¿1 of circuits is said to be uniform iM its direct connection
language DCL(C) is FO[BIT ]-de7nable. An equivalent notion of uniformity is that
the language L(C) accepted by C is FO[BIT ]-de7nable. This result is presented in
[2], as well as a similar (but not identical) de7nition for NC1 uniformity. We do not
present this notion of uniformity for NC1 here because it is not necessary for our
purpose. In this paper, we always take AC0 and NC1 in the uniform setting.
We have now introduced all the models and classes we need in this paper. The known
relationships between these classes is as follows: AC0⊂ALogTime=NC1⊆LogSpace
⊆NLogSpace.
The class AC0 is of particular interest because it corresponds to parallel constant-
time computation with a polynomial number of processors. Due to its quite restricted
de7nition, AC0 is the smallest non-trivial circuit complexity class. Moreover, lower-
bound results still hold for AC0 (for instance, PARITY =∈AC0, see below). It is proved
that ALogTime is an easy-to-handle version of uniform NC1 (see [2]). We make use
of this equivalence in Section 5.1. Finally, the problems in LogSpace and NLogSpace
can be shown to be decidable in polynomial sequential time (i.e. they are in the well-
known class P) and in logarithmic parallel time (i.e. they are in AC1, that we do not
de7ne here, see for instance [23]).
1.3. Reductions
We have now to formalize the notion of comparison between problems. This is done
via reductions. For our purpose, the appropriate reductions are LogSpace-reductions,
NC1-reductions and AC0-reductions.
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Let A and B be two languages. We say that A is AC0-reducible (resp. NC1-reducible)
to B (and we denote A6AC 0B (resp. A6NC1B)) iM A is decided by a constant-depth
(resp. logarithmic-depth), polynomial-size uniform family of circuits with unbounded
fan-in (resp. fan-in two) ∧, ∨ and unbounded fan-in B-gates. A B-gate with m inputs
x1 : : : xm outputs 1 iM x1 : : : xm ∈B (else 0) in one step (resp. in logm steps).
Besides, we say that A is LogSpace-reducible to B iM there exists a function f :
{0; 1}∗→{0; 1}∗ such that w∈A iM f(w)∈B, and the function f is computable by a
LogSpace algorithm.
The classes LogSpace, ALogTime and AC0 are closed under AC0-reductions, so that
if A is AC0-reducible to B and B is in one of these classes, then so is A. Conversely, if
A is not in AC0, then neither is B. Also, LogSpace and ALogTime=NC1 are closed
under NC1-reductions, and LogSpace is closed under LogSpace-reductions.
Finally, let us recall the notions of complete and diNcult problems. Let C be some
complexity class. A problem A is said to be C-hard under AC0-reductions iM any
problem in C is AC0-reducible to the problem A. If, in addition, the problem A∈C,
then A is said to be C-complete. Note that a problem that is C-hard is not in any
complexity class strictly smaller than C. The C-complete problems are the most diNcult
among all problems in C.
1.4. Some classical problems
Let us now present the classical problems we use in this paper, and recall their
complexity. First, let us introduce two problems about binary strings:
PARITY
Input: a string w= x1 : : : xm over {0; 1}
Question: is there an even number of 1’s in w ?
It is easy to provide an NC1 family of circuits deciding PARITY in the expected
way. On the other hand, it can be shown that PARITY =∈AC0 (see [9, 11, 7]), but the
proofs are quite diNcult.
COUNTING
Input: a string w= x1 : : : xm over {0; 1}
Output: the binary expansion of the number of 1’s in w
Note that COUNTING is not a decision problem, but a function. One can verify that
COUNTING∈NC1 (see for instance [27]). Moreover, COUNTING =∈AC0, because obvi-
ously PARITY6AC 0 COUNTING.
Now, let us turn to graph problems. Let G= 〈V; E〉 be a graph with |V |=m and
E⊆V ×V . The transitive closure of G (denoted by G∗) is the graph with the same
set of vertices V and such that there is an edge in G∗ from the vertex x to the
vertex y iM there is a path in G from x to y. A graph G is called connected
if there is a path in G between any two vertices of G. A graph G is naturally en-
coded into a matrix M (the so-called adjacency matrix) with size m × m and with
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coeNcients in {0; 1}, which in turn is naturally encoded into a string w∈{0; 1}∗ with a
length m2.
REACHABILITY
Input: a graph G= 〈V; E〉 with |V |=m and two speci7ed vertices s and t
Question: is there a path in G from s to t?
The general version of REACHABILITY is NLogSpace-complete under LogSpace-
reductions (see [23]), but several restricted versions of this problems are known to
be easier. For instance, REACHABILITY in undirected graphs is SLogSpace-complete
(see [23]). Note that SLogSpace (that we do not de7ne here) is an intermediate class
between LogSpace and NLogSpace, for which Logspace non-deterministic Turing ma-
chines are required to be symmetric, i.e. the transition table  is supposed to be sym-
metric. Also, REACHABILITY in directed or undirected forests is LogSpace-complete
under NC1-reductions (see [5]). Finally, a deterministic path in a graph is such that for
every edge (u; v) on the path, there is only one edge in the graph from u. It is proved
in [14] that deterministic REACHABILITY is LogSpace complete under 7rst-order re-
ductions (that we do not de7ne here).
CONNECTIVITY
Input: a graph G= 〈V; E〉 with |V |=m
Question: is G connected?
It is easy to see that CONNECTIVITY∈NLogSpace because it is AC0-reducible to
REACHABILITY. Moreover, CONNECTIVITY =∈AC0 because PARITY reduces to CONNEC-
TIVITY (see for instance [8]) as follows. Let w=w1 : : : wm be a given binary string.
De7ne an undirected graph G(w)= (Vw; Ew) as follows. The set of vertices Vw is the
set of positions {1; : : : ; m} in w. There is an edge between any position containing a 0
and the smallest position which contains a 1, as well as between the smallest position
which contains a 1 and the greatest position which contains a 1. Finally, there is an
edge between any two positions containing 1’s iM there is exactly one position which
contains a 1 between them.
One easily checks that G(w) is connected iM the number of ones in w is even (and
=0) (see Fig. 1), so that PARITY AC0-reduces to CONNECTIVITY.
Finally, let us introduce a problem about trees. A tree is a couple (G; v), where
G is a connected undirected acyclic graph, and v is a vertex in G. The vertex v is
the root of the tree. An isomorphism between two trees (G; v) and (G′; v′) is a graph
isomorphism between G and G′ which sends v on v′.
TREE ISOMORPHISM
Input: two trees T1 and T2
Question: are T1 and T2 isomorphic?
Note that the computational complexity of this problem depends on the presentation
of the input. In [20], a LogSpace algorithm for TREE ISOMORPHISM is proposed, using
an adjacency matrix representation with a speci7ed vertex (the root). The same problem
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Fig. 1. The graph G(w) associated to a string w: (a) case of the string 00101101, (b) case of the string
00101001.
is shown to be in ALogTime (=NC1) by Buss [3], using a string representation over
the two symbols alphabet containing open and close parentheses.
2. Basic notions of digital topology
2.1. Basic de=nitions
The notions presented in this section have been de7ned in the 1970s ([25], see also
[17]), and are used since then in most papers of digital topology.
If X is a subset of Z2, we denote PX =Z2\X the complement of X . In this paper,
we shall consider only 7nite subsets X of Z2. For x=(i; j)∈Z2, we consider the two
following neighborhoods:
N4(x)= {y=(i′; j′)∈Z2=|i − i′|+ |j − j′|=1},
N8(x)= {y=(i′; j′)∈Z2=max(|i − i′|; |j − j′|)= 1}.
Let n∈{4; 8}. Two points x and y of Z2 are said to be n-adjacent if y∈Nn(x). This
n-adjacency relation de7nes a graph structure on Z2, called the n-adjacency graph. As
usual in image analysis and image processing, a unit square in the plane, centred at
integers coordinates, is called a pixel. The set of all pixels clearly identi7es with Z2.
Thus, two pixels are 4-adjacent if they share an edge, and two pixels are 8-adjacent if
they share a vertex. A pixel, identi7ed with an element of Z2, is also called a point.
Given a subset X of Z2, an n-path in X is a 7nite sequence (x0; : : : ; xp) of points of
X such that for i=1; : : : ; p the point xi is n-adjacent to the point xi−1. Two elements
of X are said to be n-connected in X if there exists an n-path in X , the 7rst point of
the path being x, and the last point of the path being y. This relation between points
of X is an equivalence relation, and the equivalence classes for this relation are called
n-connected components of X . In other words, the n-connected components of X are
the connected components of the subgraph of the n-adjacency graph induced by X .
The set X is said to be n-connected if it has a single n-connected component.
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As usual in digital topology, when we analyse a set X ⊂Z2 using an n-connectivity
type with n∈{4; 8}, we analyse PX with the other Pn-connectivity type with Pn=12− n.
In the sequel, we consider (n; Pn)∈{(4; 8); (8; 4)}, and X ⊂Z2 a 7nite subset. An n-hole
in X is a bounded Pn-connected component of PX .
Denition 1. Let X ⊂Z2 and x∈X . The point x is called n-simple if the number of
n-connected components of N8(x)∩X which are n-adjacent to x is equal to 1, and
N Pn(x)∩ PX = ∅.
Intuitively, a point x by n-simple in a set X is its deletion from X does not change
the topology of X for the n-adjacency. Now, we introduce two fundamental notions
concerning topology preservation in digital topology. The notion of lower n-homotopy
intuitively corresponds to a discrete analogue for the continuous notion of a strong
deformation retract, while the notion of symmetric n-homotopy intuitively means that
the two objects are the same up to some continuous deformation.
Denition 2. Let Y ⊂X ⊂Z2. The set Y is said to be lower n-homotopic to X if Y
can be obtained from X by sequentially deleting n-simple points. In this case the set
X is called upper n-homotopic to X .
Denition 3. Let X ⊂Z2 and Y ⊂Z2. The set X and Y are called symmetrically n-
homotopic if there exists a 7nite sequence X0; : : : ; Xm⊂Z3 of sets such that X =X0
and Y =Xm and for i=1; : : : ; m the set Xi−1 is either lower n-homotopic or upper
n-homotopic to Xi.
The following result can be found in [24], see also [21]:
Theorem 1. Let Y ⊂X ⊂Z2 be two n-connected sets. Then Y is lower n-homotopic
to X if and only if the two following properties are satis=ed:
1: Any n-connected component of X contains exactly one n-connected component
of Y ;
2: Any Pn-connected component of PY contains exactly one Pn-connected component
of PX .
Corollary 1. Let X; Y ⊂Z2 be n-connected sets. Then X and Y are symmetrically
n-homotopic if and only if X and Y have the same number of n-holes.
Now, let us introduce a tree associated to any 7nite subset of Z2. A tree is a couple
(G; v), where G is an connected undirected acyclic graph, and v is a vertex in G. The
vertex v is the root of the tree. An isomorphism between two trees (G; v) and (G′; v′)
is a graph-isomorphism between G and G′ which maps v on v′.
Let X ⊂Z2 be 7nite. We consider an undirected graph Gn(X ) having as set of
vertices the set V of all n-connected components of X and all Pn-connected components
of PX . There is an edge in Gn(X ) between an n-connected component C of X and an
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Pn-connected component C′ of PX if and only if C contains a pixel which is 8-adjacent
to some pixel of C′.
Theorem 2 (Rosenfeld [25]). The graph Gn(X ) is an acyclic graph.
Denition 4. Given X ⊂Z2 a 7nite subset, the n-tree associated to X; denoted by
Tn(X ); is the tree (Gn(X ); v); where v is the unbounded Pn-connected component of PX .
Theorem 3 (Rosenfeld et al. [26]). Two =nite sets X and Y are symmetrically
n-homotopic if and only if there exists an isomorphism between Tn(X ) and Tn(Y ).
2.2. Digital boundaries
In this subsection, we set some de7nitions, and we prove some results about digital
boundaries in the digital plane. The notion of a digital boundary presented here is a
restriction to the 2D case of multidimensional boundaries [13, 28, 18, 19, 22].
Denition 5. A boundary element of X is a couple (x; y)∈X × PX such that x is
4-adjacent to y. The boundary (X ) of X is the set of all boundary elements of
X .
A boundary element of X can be seen as an edge shared by a pixel of X and a
pixel of PX .
We can de7ne as follows a graph structure on (X ), which depends on the adjacency
relation n used to analyse X . Two boundary elements (x; y) and (x′; y′) of X are called
(X; 4)-adjacent if x, y, x′ and y′ are all contained in a common 2× 2 square S composed
of 4 pixels, and there exists a 4-path from x to x′ in X ∩ S, with a length at most 2.
The two boundary elements (x; y) and (x′; y′) of X are called (X; 8)-adjacent if x, y,
x′ and y′ are all contained in a common 2× 2 square S, and there exists a 4-path from
y to y′ in PX ∩ S, with a length at most 2.
In Fig. 2a, a set X composed of three pixels is represented. The edges of these
three pixels correspond to boundary elements of X . The (X; 4)-adjacencies between
boundary elements of X are represented by arrows. Fig. 2b is similar, except that
(X; 8)-adjacencies are represented instead of (X; 4)-adjacencies.
Remark 1. Any vertex in the (X; n)-adjacency graph has degree 2.
Due to Remark 1, the (X; n)-adjacency graph is a disjoint union of cycles. In
fact, by orienting as follows the (X; n)-adjacency graph, we can construct a bijection
fn(X ) : (X )→ (X ). To do this, we 7rst consider a cyclic order on any 2× 2 square,
by assigning the number 0 to the upper-left pixel, the number 1 to the lower-left pixel,
the number 2 to the lower-right pixel, and the number 3 to the upper-right pixel. Now,
given (x; y) and (x′; y′) two boundary elements of X , we say that (x; y) is directly
(X; n)-adjacent to (x′; y′) if and only if (x; y) is (X; n)-adjacent to (x′; y′), and in the
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Fig. 2. The graph structures on the boundary of X : (a) case n=4, (b) case n=8.
2×2 square S containing {x; y; x′; y′}, the pixels x; y; y′ and x′ in this order are in the
cyclic order on S.
Remark 2. Any boundary element of X is directly (X; n)-adjacent to exactly one bound-
ary element, and the map fn(X ) : (X )→ (X ), which to a boundary element (x; y) as-
sociates the unique boundary element (x′; y′) to which (x; y) is directly (X; n)-adjacent,
is a bijection.
Corollary 2. The (X; n)-adjacency graph and the directed (X; n)-adjacency graph have
the same transitive closure.
2.3. The digital Jordan curve theorem
Let C ⊂ (X ) be a connected component of the (X; n)-adjacency graph. Given (x; y)
∈C, the pixel x is called an immediate interior pixel of C, and the pixel Y is called
an immediate exterior pixel of C. A pixel z ∈Z2 is called interior to C if and only
if there exists a 4-path '=(x0; : : : ; xp), with z= x0, xp is an immediate interior pixel
of C, and for i=0; : : : ; p − 1 neither the couple (xi; xi+1) nor the couple (xi+1; xi) is
an element of C. Similarly, a pixel z ∈Z2 is called exterior to C if and only if there
exists a 4-path '=(x0; : : : ; xp), with z= x0, xp is an immediate exterior pixel of C, and
for i=0; : : : ; p − 1 neither the couple (xi; xi+1) nor the couple (xi+1; xi) is an element
of C.
Now we state a theorem, known as the Jordan curve theorem, and which is a very
particular case of what is proved in [28]:
Theorem 4. Let C ⊂ (X ) be a connected component of the (X; n)-adjacency graph.
Then we have the four following properties:
1: the set of all pixels interior to C is n-connected;
2: the set of all pixels exterior to C is Pn-connected;
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Fig. 3. The bijection gnX on E(X )∪W (X ).
3: for any pixel x interior to C and any pixel y exterior to C; for any 4-path
'=(x0; : : : ; xp) with x= x0 and y= xp; there exists i∈{0; : : : ; p− 1} such that the
couple (xi; xi+1) is an element of C;
4: either the set of the pixels interior to C or the set of the pixels exterior to C is
bounded.
For instance in Fig. 3, a set X is represented in gray. For the connected component
C of the (X; n)-adjacency graph which contains the boundary element u (represented
by two squares), the set of exterior pixels is bounded, and the set of interior pixels is
not. Now, we prove a lemma which states a property of n-connected sets:
Lemma 1. Suppose X is n-connected; and let C be a connected component of the
(X; n)-adjacency graph. Then X is contained in the set of the pixels interior to C.
Proof. First, observe that, obviously, X contains at least one pixel interior to C (choose
for instance a pixel in the immediate interior of C). Then, using the n-connectivity of
X , it is suNcient to prove that if x is a pixel of X which is interior to C, and y
is another pixel of X which is n-adjacent to x, then y is also interior to C. If y is
4-adjacent to x, then this is a direct consequence of point 3 of Theorem 4.
Now, if y is not 4-adjacent to x, then n=8, and the point y is 8-adjacent but not
4-adjacent to x. Let us consider z one of the two common 4-neighbors of x and y.
Due to the de7nition of the (X; 8)-adjacency, (x; z) is in C if and only if (y; z) is in C.
If (y; z) belongs to C, then y is in the immediate interior of C, hence y is interior
to C. Otherwise, (x; z) also does not belong to C, and the existence of the 4-path
'=(x; z; y), together with point 3 of Theorem 4 implies that y is interior to C.
3. Characterizing 2D reachability using boundaries
The purpose of this section is to state and prove a result (Theorem 5) which will
enable us to give a LogSpace algorithm for deciding reachability in a 2D binary image.
To do this, we go over the directed adjacency graph on the boundary introduced in
Section 2.2. In the proof of Theorem 5, we also need a bijection over the boundary,
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which will be denoted by gnX . The de7nition of this bijection requires to introduce
several de7nitions and lemmas.
Note that, in the appendix, we also use Theorem 5 to obtain a new result on the
complexity of permutation reachability (i.e. the problem of reachability in graphs which
represent bijections from a 7nite set onto itself). More precisely, we AC0-reduce reach-
ability in digital binary images to reachability in permutation graphs.
Denition 6. Let X ⊂Z2 and let C be a connected component of the (X; n)-adjacency
graph. An element a=(x; y) of C is called west extremal in C if and only if, denoting
x=(i; j), we have y=(i − 1; j) and for any k¡i the couple ((k; j); (k + 1; j)) is not
an element of C.
In Fig. 3, a set X is represented in gray, and some boundary elements of X are
represented by couples of 4-adjacent pixels. Among the boundary elements represented,
only the element e is west extremal.
Lemma 2. Let X ⊂Z2 be n-connected. Then there exists a unique connected compo-
nent C of the (X; n)-adjacency graph; called the outer border of X such that there is
in C a west extremal element (x; y).
Proof. The existence of C is immediate from the fact that X is 7nite (choose x a
leftmost pixel of X ). There remains to prove the uniqueness of C. By reductio ad
absurdum, we assume that there exists another component C′ such that there is in C′ a
west extremal element (x′; y′), with x′=(i′; j′) and y′=(i′−1; j′). We denote x=(i; j)
and we have y=(i − 1; j).
Let us prove that either the set of the pixels interior to C is unbounded, or the set
of the pixels interior to C′ is unbounded. By contraposition, assume that both sets are
bounded. Let z=(l; l′) be a pixel interior either to C or to C′ with a maximal second
coordinate l′ for this property. Suppose for instance that z is interior to C. Denote
z′=(l; l′ + 1). Due to the maximality of the second coordinate of z, the pixel z′ is
exterior to C, and due to point 3 of Theorem 4, (z; z′)∈C. Due to Lemma 1, the pixel
z belonging to X , it is interior to C′. Consequently, C and C′ being disjoint, the pixel
z′ is also interior to C′. This contradicts the maximality of the second coordinate of z
among all pixels interior to C or to C′.
Therefore, we may assume that, say, the set of the pixels interior to C is unbounded,
so that the set of the pixels exterior to C is bounded. Now, for any k¡i the couple
((k; j); (k + 1; j)) is not an element of C, and therefore, since y is exterior to C, it
follows from point 3 of Theorem 4 (by considering a 4-path ' which is a horizontal
straight line segment) that for any k¡i the pixel (k; j) is exterior to C. This contradicts
the fact that the set of the pixels exterior to C is bounded.
Denition 7. Given X ⊂Z2, we call west element of (X ) (resp. east element of (X ))
an element a=(x; y) of (X ) such that y lies on the left of x (i.e. x and y are of the
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form x=(i; j) and y=(i − 1; j)) (resp. on the right of x). We denote by W (X ) the
set of all west elements of (X ); and we denote by E(X ) the set of all east elements
of (X ).
Now we de7ne a map gnX from the set E(X )∪W (X ) onto itself. As we shall see
(see Proposition 1 below), this map is a bijection. Let a=(x; y)∈E(X )∪W (X ). We
denote x=(i; j) and C denotes the connected component of a in the (X; n)-adjacency
graph on (X ). We distinguish three cases:
• If a∈E(X ), then gnX (a) is the element b=(x′; y′) of W (X ) such that x′=(i′; j) with
i′6i, and which has a maximal 7rst coordinate i′ for these properties.
• If a∈W (X ) and a is west extremal in C, then gnX (a) is the element b=(x′; y′) of
C ∩E(X ), with x′=(i′; j), and which has a maximal 7rst coordinate i′ for these
properties.
• If a∈W (X ) and a is not west extremal in C, then gnX (a) is the element b=((k; j);
(k + 1; j)) of E(X ) such that k¡i, and which has a maximal 7rst coordinate k for
these properties.
In Fig. 3, a set X is represented in gray, and several elements of E(X ) and W (X ) are
represented, each by two 4-adjacent pixels. The link between each of these elements
of E(X )∪W (X ) and their images under gnX is represented by arrows.
Proposition 1. The map gnX is a bijection.
Proof. Since the domain E(X )∪W (X ) is 7nite, it is suNcient to prove that gnX is
onto.
Let b=(x′; y′)∈W (X ). We denote x′=(i′; j′). Let a=(x; y)∈E(X ) such that x is
of the form x=(i; j′) with i¿i′, and which has a minimal 7rst coordinate i for these
properties. It is easy to check that gnX (a)= b.
Now let b=(x′; y′)∈E(X ). We denote x′=(i′; j′), and C denotes the connected
component of b in the (X; n)-adjacency graph. We distinguish two cases:
First case: If there exists a=(x; y)∈W (X )∩C such that x is of the form x=(i; j′)
with i¿i′. Let a be such an element with a minimal i among all such elements. It is
easy to check that gnX (a)= b.
Second case: Otherwise, let a=(x; y)∈W (x)∩C such that x is of the form x=(i; j′),
and such that i is minimal for these properties. It is easy to check, 7rst that the set of
the pixels interior to C is bounded, then that a is west extremal, and that gnX (a)= b.
Now, we state and prove three preliminary results in order to state and prove
Theorem 5, which is the main result of this section.
Lemma 3. Let (x; y) and (x′; y′) be two (X; n)-adjacent boundary elements of X . Then
x and x′ lie in the same n-connected component of X .
The proof of Lemma 3 is immediate from the de7nition of (X; n)-adjacency on (X ).
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Corollary 3. Let (x; y)∈E(X )∪W (X ) and let (x′; y′)= gnX (x; y). Then x and x′ lie
in the same n-connected component of X .
Proof. If (x; y)∈E(X ) then the whole horizontal straight line segment between x and
x′ is contained in X , so that the result is true. Now, if (x; y)∈W (X ), the result follows
directly by inductively applying Lemma 3.
Now, given x=(i; j)∈X , we associate to x as follows a boundary element RX (x),
called the boundary representant of x in X .
First we consider x′=(i′; j) the unique pixel such that the pixel y′=(i′ − 1; j)∈ PX
and for i′6k6i we have (k; j)∈X . We have (x′; y′)∈W (X ). Now, RX (x) is the
boundary element (x′′; y′′) of X , iterated image of (x′; y′) under the map gnX , such
that, denoting x′′=(i′′; j), the coordinate i′′ is minimal.
For instance, in Fig. 3, the boundary representant RX (x) of x in X is the border
element e represented.
Lemma 4. Let x∈X and let (x′′; y′′)=RX (x) be the boundary representant of x in
X . Then x′′ and x lie in the same n-connected component of X .
The proof of Lemma 4 is immediate from the de7nition of RX (x) and Corollary 3.
Theorem 5. Let x; x′ ∈X . Then x and x′ lie in the same n-connected component of X
if and only if RX (x) and RX (x′) lie in the same connected component of the (X; n)-
adjacency graph on (X ).
Proof. First suppose RX (x) and RX (x′) lie in the same connected component of the
(X; n)-adjacency graph. Then, due to Lemmas 4 and 3, the pixels x and x′ lie in the
same n-connected component of X .
Conversely, suppose x and x′ lie in the same n-connected component 8 of X . Then
since, from the de7nition of RX (x), the boundary element gnX (RX (x)) lies on the right
of RX (x), it follows from the de7nition of gnX that the boundary element RX (x) is west
extremal in its connected component C of the (X; n)-adjacency graph, which is also a
connected component of the (8; n)-adjacency graph. Similarly, RX (x′) is west extremal
in its connected component C′ of the (8; n)-adjacency graph.
Now, by applying the uniqueness part of Lemma 2 to the n-connected subset 8⊂Z2,
we see that C =C′ so that RX (x) and RX (x′) lie in the same connected component of
the (X; n)-adjacency graph.
Theorem 5 enables us to give an algorithm with a low space complexity for the
2D Image Reachability problem, which will appear as a central problem of 2D digital
topology in Section 4. More precisely, we have the following:
Corollary 4. The problem of 2D Image Reachability (i.e. deciding whether two given
pixels are n-connected in a given subset of Z2) is in LogSpace.
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Indeed, Theorem 5 enables us to design a LogSpace algorithm for deciding if two
given pixels x1 and x2 in a set X ⊂Z2 are n-connected in X . This is due to the fact
that we can go over connected components of the (X; n)-adjacency graph on (X ) by
a LogSpace algorithm, which enables us 7rst to construct the boundary representants
RX (x1) and RX (x2) (see the algorithm in Fig. 4), and then to decide if these two
boundary elements are connected in the (X; n)-adjacency graph on (X ) (see the al-
gorithm in Fig. 5). In these algorithms, the data structure for representing a subset of
Z2 is, as usual in computer imagery, a binary image, i.e. a matrix of 0’s and 1’s, a 1
representing an element of the considered subset of Z2, and a 0 representing a pixel
of the complement of the set (see Section 4 for a more precise de7nition of such a
matrix).
Let us now examine the sequential time complexity of this LogSpace algorithm
on a RAM machine. We easily see that, when constructing the boundary representant
of a pixel, each boundary component is examined at most once. Indeed, when such
a component is considered, we construct b3 the leftmost boundary element of this
component on a given horizontal line, and then consider only pixels with a lower 7rst
coordinate. Moreover, when a boundary component is examined, we simply go over this
component in a time which is linear with respect to the number of boundary elements
of this component. Finally, we obtain a time complexity which is linear in the number
of boundary elements of the image plus the width of the image. Hence, in the worst
case (the case of “fractal images”), the complexity is linear in the number of pixels of
the image (which is the time complexity of usual sequential algorithms for the same
problem). However, in most images used in practical applications, the length of the
boundary, and therefore the obtained time complexity for our algorithm, is lower than
the number of pixels of the image. In addition, as far as we know, our algorithm is the
7rst LogSpace algorithm for 2D Image Reachability. Thus, our algorithm has both a
good theoretical and practical space complexity and a good practical time complexity
on sequential RAM machines.
4. Some basic problems of 2D digital topology
4.1. Presentation of the problems
Let n∈{4; 8} be an adjacency relation and let X and Y be two 7nite subsets of
Z2. We are interested in the computational complexity of the seven following basic
problems:
Problem 1. Determine whether X is n-connected (resp. whether PX is Pn-connected):
Problem 2. Label the n-connected (resp. n-connected) components of X (resp. PX ):
Problem 3. Number the n-connected (resp. Pn-connected) components of X (resp. PX ):
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while (succeed = true)
begin
while (I(x) = 1)
x ¡− x + (-1,0); // go to the left
b1 ¡− (x+(1,0), x); // b1 =rst encountered boundary element
// In the following loop, we compute b3 the
leftmost
// east boundary element of the component
containing b1
succeed ¡− false;
xmin = first coordinate of b1;
for (b2 ¡− each element of the boundary
component containing b1)
if (b2 is an east boundary element and
second coordinate of b2= second coordinate of
b1 and
first coordinate of b2 ¡ xmin)
begin
succeed ¡− true;
xmin ¡− first coordinate of b2; // new
minimum
b3 ¡− b2;// b3 is the leftmost east
boundary element
end if
if (succeed = true) //b1 is not yet
the boundary
representant




Fig. 4. LogSpace algorithm for 7nding the boundary representant of a pixel in a binary image.
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function connected(I: BinaryImage ; x1: Pixel ; x2:
Pixel): boolean;
variables :
r1, r2, r : BoundaryElement;
succeed : boolean;
begin
r1 ¡− find boundary representant(I; x1);
r2 ¡− find boundary representant(I; x2);
succeed ¡− false;
for (r ¡− each element of the boundary component of I
containing r1)




Fig. 5. LogSpace algorithm for deciding if two given pixels x1 and x2 of X are connected in X .
The diMerence between Problems 2 and 3 lies in the set of labels. They have to be
consecutive numbers {1; 2; : : : ; q}, where q is the number of connected components of
X in Problem 3, whereas they only have to be distinct numbers in Problem 2.
Problem 4. Suppose that Y ⊂X . Determine whether Y is lower n-homotopic to X.
Problem 5. Same as Problem 4 under the additional assumption that X and Y are
n-connected.
Problem 6. Determine whether X and Y are symmetrically n-homotopic.
Problem 7. Same as Problem 6 under the additional assumption that X and Y are
n-connected.
Note that, in Problems 6 and 7, we do not assume that Y ⊂X .
We 7rst have to restate these seven problems in a more precise way, from a com-
putational point of view. A 7nite subset X of Z2 is naturally encoded into a Boolean
matrix (Ii; j)i; j= 0;:::; k−1 such that (i; j)∈X iM Ii; j =1. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume that I has a zero-boundary (i.e. Ii; j =0 if i=0 or i= k−1 or j=0 or j= k−1).
The matrix I is called a binary image. Conversely, given a binary image I , we de-
note by X (I)= {(i; j)=Ii; j =1} the 7nite subset of Z2 encoded by I . From now on, our
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computational inputs are such binary images, together with the considered adjacency
relation n∈{4; 8}, and we restate Problems 1–7 as follows.
2D IMAGE CONNECTIVITY
Input: a binary image ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n)
Question: is X (I) n-connected?
Let us consider a binary image ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n) and a matrix (Li; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1 with
integers coeNcients (say, represented in binary). We say that L is a labelled image
associated to I if it ful7ls the additional requirements that Li; j¡k2, {(i; j)=Li; j = 0}
= {(i; j)=Ii; j =1} and Li; j =Li′ ; j′ =0 iM (i; j) and (i′; j′) are in the same n-connected
component of X (I).
2D IMAGE LABEL
Input: a binary image ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n)
Output: a labelled image (Li; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1 associated to I
2D IMAGE NUMBER
Input: a binary image ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n)
Output: a labelled image (Ni; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1 associated to I with coeNcients in
{1; : : : ; q}, where q is the number of n-connected components of X (I).
Notice that 2D IMAGE LABEL and 2D IMAGE NUMBER, unlike all other problems we
consider in this paper, consist in computing a function and not deciding a language.
This makes no particular diNculties in studying their complexity (see Section 1).
In the following problems, we consider two binary images I and J (resp. encoding
X (I) and X (J )), and we assume that I and J both have size k × k.
2D LOWER HOMOTOPY
Input: two binary images ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; (Ji; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n) such that
{(i; j)=Ji; j =1}⊂{(i; j)=Ii; j =1} (i.e. X (J )⊂X (I))
Question: is X (J ) lower homotopic to X (I)?
2D CONNECTED LOWER HOMOTOPY
Input: two connected binary images ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; (Ji; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n) as above
Question: is X (J ) lower homotopic to X (I)?
2D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY
Input: two binary images ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; (Ji; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n)
Question: are X (J ) and X (I) symmetrically homotopic?
2D CONNECTED SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY
Input: two connected binary images ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; (Ji; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n)
Question: are X (J ) and X (I) symmetrically homotopic?
Now, let us consider the case when one is interested in X (I) instead of X (I) in 2D
IMAGE CONNECTIVITY, 2D IMAGE LABEL or 2D IMAGE NUMBER. A priori, X (I) is an
unbounded subset of Z2. For our purpose, we have to generate an instance similar to
(I; n). It suNces to consider the binary image PI with a size (k + 2)× (k + 2) obtained
from I by exchanging 0’s and 1’s and adding an external zero-boundary (so that the
unbounded connected component of X (I) be taken into account). Hence, the instance
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generated by this operation is ( PI ; Pn). This device is obviously an AC0 function, so that
the complexity of the considered problems is not modi7ed.
As a main tool for determining the complexity of our problems, we use reacha-
bility in a 2D binary image (2DIR for short). Though it was already considered in
Section 3, let us now formalize 2DIR in our standardized fashion. In this problem,
the input consists of a binary image together with two speci7ed pixels. A pixel (i; j)
with i; j¡k is encoded into two binary strings with length log k, which represent the
binary expansions of the coordinates of the pixel.
2DIR
Input: a binary image ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n) and two speci7ed pixels s=(is; js) and
t=(it ; jt) of I
Question: are s and t n-connected in X (I) ?
We remind the reader that Corollary 4 states that 2DIR is in LogSpace.
4.2. Complexity of these problems
In this subsection, we provide various reductions between our seven basic problems
and 2DIR. As usual, AC0 families of circuits are presented as formulas with unbounded
conjunctions and disjunctions. As to uniformity, one easily veri7es that each local
connection is obviously 7rst-order de7nable in all the cases presented in this section.
Proposition 2. 2D IMAGE CONNECTIVITY6AC0 2DIR.
Proof. By de7nition, X (I) is n-connected iM any two pixels (i; j) and (i′; j′) in X (I)
are n-connected in X (I). Consequently, there is a natural AC0-reduction of 2D IMAGE
CONNECTIVITY to 2DIR.
The corresponding circuit is described in the usual way by the formula below, pro-
vided that the elements of the image I are seen as Boolean variables. We recall that







(i′ ; j′)∈{0;:::; k−1}2





This circuit uses k4 2DIR-gates, each with O(k2) inputs. Note that among these inputs,
i; j; i′; j′ are binary strings with length log k that do not depend on the input (I; n),
but only on its size k and on the precise 2DIR gate. The overall depth of this circuit
is 6, and its size is O(k6).
Proposition 3. 2D IMAGE LABEL6AC0 2DIR.
Proof. We describe below an AC0-reduction that clearly produces a labelled image
L(I) associated to I , thus showing that 2D IMAGE LABEL6AC0 2DIR.
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The algorithm consists in labelling each n-connected component of X (I) with the
index i0 + j0× k associated to its smallest pixel (i0; j0) in lexicographic ordering
{(0; 0); (1; 0); : : : ; (k−1; 0); (0; 1); : : : ; (k−2; k−1); (k−1; k−1)}. We denote by pred(i; j)
the pixel preceeding (i; j) according to this ordering, i.e. pred(i; j)= (i − 1; j) if i =0
and pred(0; j)= (k − 1; j − 1). The algorithm is then as follows. If Ii; j =0, we set
Li; j =0 and if Ii; j =1, we set Li; j = i0+j0× k iM 2DIR(I; n; i; j; 0; 0)= 2DIR(I; n; i; j; 1; 0)
= · · · = 2DIR(I; n; i; j; pred(i0; j0))= 0 and 2DIR(I; n; i; j; i0; j0)= 1.
The bit of rank ' of Lij (with '62log k) is then de7ned by the following formula:
Ii; j ∧
∨
(i0 ; j0)∈{0;:::; k−1}2






¬2DIR(I; n; i; j; i′; j′)

 ∧ BIT (i0 + j0 × k; ')

 ;
where BIT (a; b) inputs the binary expansions of a and b and outputs the bit of rank
b of a. Remind that the function BIT is computable in uniform AC0 for a; b¡k2.
The depth of the obtained circuit (with 2DIR gates) is max(6; 3+D(BIT )) (hence con-
stant). The number of outputs of this circuit is k2× (2log k + 1) so that its size is
O(k2× log k × k2× max(k2; S(BIT ))) (hence polynomial).
Remark 3. For sake of readability of formulas, we make use in the sequel of ex-
pressions involving the integers Li; j (e.g. Li; j =0) in order to abbreviate the proper
conjunction of Boolean conditions (i.e.
∧2
log k
'=0 ¬BIT (Li; j; ')).
Proposition 4. 2D IMAGE NUMBER6NC1 2D IMAGE LABEL.
Proof. We provide an NC1-reduction from 2D IMAGE NUMBER to 2D IMAGE LABEL.
We 7rst use a 2D IMAGE LABEL gate to produce a labelled image L(I) associated to
our input I as in Proposition 3 above. It remains to number the connected components
of X (I) with consecutive numbers. As expected, we make use of COUNTING∈NC1.
The algorithm is as follows. We 7rst produce a Boolean matrix K with size k × k such
that Ki; j =1 iM the pixel (i; j)∈X (I) is the smallest element in its own n-connected
component, i.e.





Li; j = Li′ ; j′

 :
Hence the number of 1’s in K is the number of n-connected components in X (I). Note
that the depth of the subcircuit described by this formula is actually O(log k), because
an NC1-reduction uses fan-in 2 gates.
In a second step, we determine the number of each connected component by counting
the number of 1’s in the binary string K0;0 : : : Ki; j, for each pixel (i; j) such that Ki; j =1.
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Thus, we construct the matrix K ′ (with integer coeNcients) as follows (this is also a
subcircuit of depth O(log k), since COUNTING is in NC1):
K ′i; j = COUNTING((K0;0 ∧ Ki; j) : : : (Ki; j ∧ Ki; j)):
Finally, the bit of rank ' of the integer coeNcient Ni; j of the labelled image N is
obtained via a third subcircuit of depth O(log k) as follows:
∨
(i0 ; j0)∈{0;:::; k−1}2
(Li; j = Li0 ; j0 ∧ K ′i0 ; j0 (')):
The size of the obtained circuit is obviously polynomial. Moreover, the overall depth
of the circuit producing N (I) from I using 2D IMAGE LABEL gates and ∨ and ∧ gates
with fan-in two is O(log(k)).
Proposition 5. 2D LOWER HOMOTOPY6AC 02D IMAGE LABEL.
Proof. Using Theorem 1, 2D LOWER HOMOTOPY is easily shown to be AC0-reducible
to 2D IMAGE LABEL. First, let us note that the assumption X (J )⊂X (I) is translated
by the following formula with depth 4 and size O(k2):
∧
(i; j)∈{0;:::; k−1}2
(Ii; j ∨ ¬Ji; j):
Then, it suNces to compare the labelled images L(I) (resp. PL) encoding the n-connected
(resp. Pn-connected) components of X (I) (resp. X (I)) with the labelled images L(J )
(resp. PL(J )) encoding the n-connected [resp. Pn-connected] components of X (J ) (resp.
X (J )).
More precisely, one has to verify that any n-connected component of X (I) contains
exactly one n-connected component of X (J ) and that any Pn-connected component of
X (J ) contains exactly one Pn-connected component of X (I). These conditions can be ex-
pressed using the labelled images. The requirement on X (I) and X (J ) is expressed by:
L(J )i; j =0 and L(J )i′ ; j′ =0 and L(I)i; j =L(I)i′ ; j′ implies L(J )i; j =L(J )i′ ; j′ on the one
hand and L(I)i; j =0 implies there exists some pixel (i′; j′) such that L(I)i; j =L(I)i′ ; j′
and L(J )i′ ; j′ =0 on the other hand.
One easily veri7es that these conditions can be checked by a circuit with depth 10
and size O(k5) (we recall that the coeNcients of the labelled images L(I), etc., are
integers with length O(log k) in binary notation). The requirement on X (I) and X (J )
is similar (exchange I and J and replace L by PL).
Remark 4. Let us turn to 2D CONNECTED LOWER HOMOTOPY. The additional assump-
tion that X (J ) and X (I) are n-connected does not make the problem easier, because
one still has to verify that the requirement on X (I) and X (J ), since they are not nec-
essarily n-connected. Conversely, it is obvious that 2D CONNECTED LOWER HOMOTOPY
6AC0 2D LOWER HOMOTOPY.
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Proposition 6. 2D CONNECTED SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY 6AC 02D IMAGE NUMBER.
Proof. In the case when X (I) and X (J ) are n-connected, due to Corollary 1, they
are symmetrically homotopic iM X (I) and X (J ) have the same number of Pn-connected
components. This is carried out by a natural (and AC0) algorithm from the numbered
images computed in 2D IMAGE NUMBER. The corresponding formula is easy but tedious,
so that we do not present it here.
Proposition 7. 2D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY6LogSpace 2D IMAGE LABEL.
Proof. We use Theorem 3, and the fact that both 2D IMAGE LABEL and TREE ISO-
MORPHISM are in LogSpace. The idea of the algorithm is that on input ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1;
(Ji; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n), we 7rst produce ( PI i; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1 and ( PJ i; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1. (For the sake of
simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that I , PI , J , and PJ all have size
k × k.) Then, we use 2D IMAGE LABEL to compute the corresponding labelled images
L(I), L(I), L(J ), and L(J ). These labelled images in turn are used to construct the
trees T (I) and T (J ). And 7nally, these trees are compared via TREE ISOMORPHISM.
As explained in [20], these trees can be presented as unoriented graphs with one
speci7ed vertex (the root). The vertices of T (I) are the n-connected components of
X (I) and the Pn-connected components of X (I). Hence, the size of the matrix U (I)
encoding T (I) is k2× k2.
We determine a matrix U (I)(i; j); (i′ ; j′) from L(I) and L(I). More precisely, on the one
hand U (I)(i; j);(i; j) = 1 iM (i; j) is the smallest pixel (for the lexicographic order) in its
own n-connected component of X (I) (resp. Pn-connected component of PX ). On the other
hand, U (I)(i; j); (i′ ; j′) = 1 for (i; j) =(i′; j′) iM U (I)(i; j); (i; j) = 1 and U (I)(i′ ; j′);(i′ ; j′) = 1
and one of the pixels in the same n-connected component of X (I) as (i; j) has a
neighbour (say, in the 4-adjacency graph) lying in the same Pn-connected component
of X (I) as (i′; j′) (or conversely).
Finally, the root is nothing else than the 7rst vertex (i.e. the unbounded connected
component of X (I)).
As a matter of fact, the matrix U (I) we have just described is not the adja-
cency matrix of the tree T (I), but that of a forest, since it contains isolated ver-
tices, each of them corresponding to a trivial tree. This makes no trouble, since the
LogSpace algorithm for TREE ISOMORPHISM presented in [20] also works for forests
isomorphism.
Note that there is an ordinary diNculty in combining LogSpace reductions. As a
matter of fact, we propose here on the one hand a LogSpace-reduction from SYMMETRIC
HOMOTOPY to 2D TREE IMAGE (say, the problem of producing T (I) from the 2D binary
image I) which is nothing else than the LogSpace algorithm for TREE ISOMORPHISM.
On the other hand, we propose a LogSpace-reduction from 2D TREE IMAGE to 2D
IMAGE LABEL. But the intermediate outputs T (I) and L(I) do not have logarithmic
sizes, so that the overall LogSpace algorithm is not obvious. Classically, we partially
generate them bit by bit as often as necessary.
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Remark 5. The algorithm for 2D TREE ISOMORPHISM presented in [3] is NC1 (i.e. it
has a better complexity than the algorithm presented in [20]). If we could use the
7rst algorithm, we would show that 2D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY is NC1-reducible to 2D
IMAGE LABEL, which is a better result. Unfortunately, the NC1 algorithm is based on
a string representation of tree that we failed producing via an NC1 function from the
labelled images.
Corollary 5. All the problems 2D IMAGE CONNECTIVITY; 2D IMAGE LABEL; 2D
IMAGE NUMBER; 2D LOWER HOMOTOPY and 2D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY are in LogSpace.
Proof. It is immediate from the results of this subsection that all these problems are
AC0-reducible or NC1-reducible or LogSpace-reducible to 2DIR so that the result fol-
lows directly from Corollary 4.
5. Lower bounds
5.1. Problems that are NC1-hard
Note that all along this subsection, we make use of the ALogTime characterization
of uniform NC1 (see Section 1).
In Proposition 8 below, we show that every language L∈ALogTime reduces to
2DIR under uniform AC0 reductions.
Let M be an alternating Logtime Turing machine deciding the language L and let
w be a binary string with length m. The proof of Proposition 8 is organized as follows.
In a 7rst step, we provide a binary image I(M; w) with polynomial size, such that
two speci7ed pixels are connected in I(M; w) iM M accepts on input w.
In a second step, we de7ne a depth three, polynomial size family of circuits C(M)=
(Cm)m¿1 with gates ∧;∨;¬ and 2DIR such that Cm accepts on input w iM M accepts
on input w.
In a last step, we verify that the circuit family C(M) is uniform. This is the most
technical part of the proof.
Let us now introduce, without loss of generality, some additional requirements on
the alternating Logtime Turing machine M (see [2]).
1. The machine M uses one of its work tapes as a clock. This ensures that M always
takes the same running time on inputs of a given length.
2. The machine M alternates between OR and AND states, and there are exactly
two choices for each step. In a more formal way, this means that the transition
(q; a1; : : : ; ak) always has two elements, and that if q∈QOR then the states q′1 and
q′2 in (q; a1; : : : ; ak) verify {q′1; q′2}⊆QAND (and conversely).
3. The machine M records its sequences of choices on one of its work tapes. This
ensures that every con7guration is reached by a unique computation path, because
it can be labelled by a unique sequence of choices.
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Fig. 6. Construction of a binary image associated to an alternating machine: (a) the case of an ∧ node, (b)
the case of an ∨ node.
4. The input w is queried only once on each computation path, in the last step. This
means that the state in the last step of each computation path is qyes (resp. qno)
meaning “accept iM the input bit which address is contained on the address tape is 1
(resp. 0)”, and that for all other steps we have (q; 0; a2; : : : ; ak)= (q; 1; a2; : : : ; ak).
The aim of these restrictions is to ensure that the computation tree T(M) of M is
a full balanced binary tree, with alternate rows of OR and AND nodes, that depends
only on the length of the input, except at the leaves, where the input is queried.
Proposition 8. 2DIR is NC1-hard under AC0-reductions.
Proof. First step. The main idea is as follows (see Figs. 6 and 7). The acceptation
of an ∧-node (resp. an ∨-node) is represented by a sequential device (resp. by a
parallel device) (think of an electric circuit). The diMerent rows of T(M) correspond
to hierarchically organized such devices. Each leaf of T(M) is represented by a single
pixel that interrupts or not a determined path.
Let us denote t=O(logm) the length of a computation path in T(M) on input w.
The binary image I(M; w) we construct has a size (16t + 2)× (16t + 2), because of
the zero-boundary, but for sake of simplicity of notations, we limit ourselves to the
description of the 16t × 16t internal pixels. We use the 16-ary expansion of integers,




Let (i; j) be a pixel. There are two types of pixels.
Leaf pixels: If ia=8 and ja=5 or 9 for all a=0 to t−1, then pixel (i; j) corresponds
to some leaf of T(M).
Node pixels: In the other cases, pixel (i; j) contributes to encode some other node
of T(M). Let us make this point precise.
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Fig. 7. The computation tree of a machine M and its associated binary image I(M; w): (a) the computation
tree of M, (b) s and t are n-connected iM M accepts on w.
We de7ne the depth d∈{0; : : : ; t − 1} of the node that pixel (i; j) contributes to
encode by the following property: (it−1−d; jt−1−d) =∈{(8; 5); (8; 9)} and ∀d′¡d (it−1−d′ ;
jt−1−d′)∈{(8; 5); (8; 9)}. The type of this node is ∨ if d is even and ∧ otherwise (we
recall that q0 is an ∨-state).
Let us refer to Fig. 6 to de7ne node pixels:
• If (i; j) has depth d and (id; jd)∈{(7; 5); (9; 5); : : : ; (11; 5); (11; 6); (0; 7); : : : ; (5; 7);
(11; 7); : : : ; (15; 7); (5; 8); (5; 9); : : : ; (7; 9); (9; 9)} then pixel (i; j) is 1 whatever the
type of the encoded node is.
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• If d is odd (hence (i; j) contributes to encode an ∧ node) and (id; jd)∈{(7; 6); (7; 7);
(8; 7); (9; 7); (9; 8)}, then pixel (i; j) is also 1, otherwise pixel (i; j) is 0.
• If d is even (∨-node), and (id; jd)∈{(5; 5); (6; 5); (5; 6); (11; 8); (10; 9); (11; 9)} then
pixel (i; j) is also 1, otherwise pixel (i; j) is 0.
Now, let us turn back to the leaf pixels. Let us de7ne a one-to-one correspondence
f between the leaf-pixels of I(M; w) and the leaf-con7gurations of T(M). Let (i; j)
be a leaf pixel. We denote by u(i; j)= u0 : : : ut−1 the binary string such that ua=1 if
ja=9 and ua=0 if ja=5. We de7ne f(i; j) as the unique (leaf-) con7guration labelled
by u. (We recall that the sequence of choices leading to any node of T(M) is recorded
on some tape.) Finally, the leaf pixel (i; j) takes the value w' (or its negation ¬w')
iM ' is the content of the address tape in the leaf-con7guration f(i; j). Of course, w'
is used in case of a positive query, and ¬w' in case of a negative query.
It is now very easy to verify that pixels (is; js)= (0;
∑t−1
a=0 7:16






a) are n-connected in the binary image I(M; w) we have just de7ned
iM M accepts on entry w. In Fig. 7, we present an example of the computation tree
of a machine (a) and of the corresponding binary image (b). For sake of simplicity,
we assume in Fig. 7 that the input is always positively queried.
Second step: For all m¿1, the circuit Cm is organized as follows: in a 7rst row
we compute the negation of the m entries wi, in a second one the constants 0 and
1 (for instance 1=w1 ∨¬w1 and 0=w1 ∧¬w1). The third row consists in one single
2DIR gate (the output) which inputs the image I(M; w), 4 (the considered adjacency
relation), (is; js) and (it ; jt). This circuit Cm has a polynomial size because it is the
case for I(M; w).
Third step: We have now to verify that the family of circuit C(M)= (Cm)m¿1
de7ned above is uniform, i.e. that its direct connection language is FO[BIT ]-de7nable.
Hence, we have to provide a ternary 7rst-order formula DCLM such that DCLM(g;
p; ') is true in 〈{0; : : : ; m−1}; = ; BIT; 1w〉 iM g is the number (in binary) of some gate
of Cm, p and ' are binary numbers such that p=0 and ' is the type of the gate g
(i.e. ¬, ∧, ∨, 2DIR, input or output, up to some conventional representation) or p¿0
and the pth input of the gate g is the gate '.
Without loss of generality, one can always assume that the gate 0 is the output gate
and that the gates 1 to m are the input gates x1 to xm.
Let us list the diMerent tuples (g; p; ') existing in DCLM:
• (0; 0; 2DIR) and (0; 0; output) describe the type of gate 0.
• (i; 0; input) and (m+ i; 0;¬) for i=1 to m describe the type of gates 1 to 2m.
• (2m+ 1; 0; ∧), and (2m+ 2; 0; ∨) describe the type of gates 2m+ 1 and 2m+ 2.
• (m+ i; 1; i) for i=1 to m describe the input of gate m+ 1 to 2m.
• (2m+ 1; 1; 1), (2m+ 1; 2; m+ 1), (2m+ 2; 1; 1) and (2m+ 2; 2; m+ 1) describe the
inputs of gates 2m+ 1 (outputing 0) and 2m+ 2 (outputing 1).
• We are left with the entries of the 2DIR gate, i.e. tuples of type (0; p; ') with
16p6(16t + 2)2 + 4 + 16t and '∈{1; : : : ; 2m+ 2}.
If p∈{(16t+2)2+4+1; : : : ; (16t+2)2+4+16t}, then '∈{2m+1; 2m+2} according
to the binary expansions of is; js; it ; jt .
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If p∈{(16t +2)2 + 1; : : : ; (16t +2)2 + 4}, then '=2m+1 or '=2m+2 depending
on the binary expansion of the adjacency relation n∈{4; 8}.
If p∈{1; : : : ; (16t + 2)2}, then p is uniquely decomposed in 1 + (1 + i) + (1 +
j)× (16t +2) with i; j∈{−1; : : : ; 16t}. If i= − 1 or i=16t or j= − 1 or j=16t , then
p corresponds to some pixel of the zero-boundary of I(M; w), so that '=2m + 1.
Otherwise, we have i; j∈{0; : : : ; 16t−1} and ' depends on the value of the pixel (i; j) in
I(M; w). More precisely, if (i; j) is a leaf pixel, then '∈{1; : : : ; m}∪ {m+1; : : : ; 2m},
and if (i; j) is a node pixel, then '∈{2m+ 1; 2m+ 2}.
The case of node pixels is a simple matter of basic arithmetics and 16-ary digits, so
that we do not insist on this point.





a=0 8× 16a) with ia=5
or 9 for a=0 up to t − 1.
First note that the formula just above shows that the unary predicate LEAF(p) assert-
ing that the pixel p=(i; j) is a leaf entry is FO[BIT ]-de7nable. The binary predicate
CHOICE(p; u) that holds iM u is the sequence of choices corresponding to the leaf
pixel (i; j) is also FO[BIT ]-de7nable (it is easily seen from the very de7nition of
u). Let us denote by ENDM(u; '; v) the ternary predicate expressing the fact that the
unique computation path of M that follows the sequences of choices u ends up with '
written on the address tape and queries w' if v=1 (resp. queries ¬w' if v=0). Thus
DCLM(0; p; ') when p satis7es LEAF(p) holds iM
[(16 '6 m) ∧ ∃u (CHOICE(p; u) ∧ ENDM(u; '; 1))]∨
[(m+ 16 '6 2m) ∧ ∃u (CHOICE(p; u) ∧ ENDM(u; '− m; 0))]:
Consequently, it remains to show that ENDM is FO[BIT ]-de7nable to achieve the
proof. Though technical, this part of the proof is classical (see for instance [12]), so
that we limit ourselves with indicating its main steps.
For this purpose, ENDM(u; '; v) is in turn decomposed as follows:
∃c (COMPUT (c) ∧WRITTEN2(c; t; u) ∧WRITTEN3(c; t; ') ∧ QUERY (c; v));
where COMPUT (c) means that c encodes some computation path of M, WRITTENl
(c; r; z) means that z is written on tape l¿2 at time r on the computation path c (pro-
vided that tape 2 is the choice tape and tape 3 is the address tape), and QUERY (c; v)
means that the input is queried according to bit v at the end of the computation path c.
The binary expansion of c is a sequence of (1+3(h−1))-tuples with length t, where
h is the number of tapes of M. Since t=O(logm), the length of c is also O(logm),
such that c does exist in our 7nite domain. Moreover, c encodes a computation path
of the machine M as follows: up to some conventional representation, the rth tuple











r is the state at time r, ari the symbol read
by the ith head, bri the symbol written by the ith head, and m
r
i the move of the head
after writing. (Remember that we do not care of the input tape until last step of the
computation.) Note that c is a partial code of a computation path of M because we
cannot encode O(logm) con7gurations each with a length O(logm) into a string with
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length O(logm). This is the reason why we use arithmetic to complete the missing
part. More precisely, we have to compute the content of the cell visited by a given
head at a given time. Since it is possible to count up to O(logm) in FO[BIT ], we can
determine the position of the head of tape l (26l6h) at time r from the sequence
m0l ; : : : ; m
r
l of c. Hence the fundamental relation READLETl(c; r; a) (the letter read at
time r on tape l is a) holds iM a is the letter written on tape l during the previous visit
of the same cell. (If the cell visited at time r was never visited before then a=B.)
We are now ready to produce COMPUT (c). It is the conjunction of a 7nite list
of subformulas of type ∀r¡t (qr+1; br2; : : : ; brh ; mr2; : : : ; mrh)∈ (qr; ar2; : : : ; arh) (c encodes




l =B (initial con7guration)
and ∀r¡t ∧hl=2 READLETl(c; r; arl) (propagation of the computation along c).
In order to de7ne the relation WRITTENl(c; r; z), we determine the maximal position
s reached on tape l by the head at time r. Then, for all 06s′6s, we compute the last
time r′¡r when the head of tape l was in position s′. Finally, z has a length s and
for all 06s′6s, the bit of rank s′ of z is br
′
l .
The last predicate QUERY (c; v) holds iM qt−1 = qyes and v=1 or qt−1 = qno and
v=0.
Corollary 6. 2D IMAGE LABEL and 2D IMAGE NUMBER are NC1-hard under AC0-
reductions.
Proof. It is obvious that 2DIR AC0-reduces to 2D IMAGE LABEL and 2D IMAGE
NUMBER.
5.2. Problems that are not in AC0
We have just proved that some of the considered problems are NC1-hard. In this
subsection, we turn to lower bounds for the circuit complexity of the remaining prob-
lems. More precisely, we show that none of the considered problems (except maybe
2D CONNECTED LOWER HOMOTOPY) can be solved in parallel constant time with a poly-
nomial number of processors.
Proposition 9. 2D IMAGE CONNECTIVITY ∈AC0.
Proof. We show that PARITY AC0-reduces to 2D IMAGE CONNECTIVITY. The graph
used in the appendix to prove that PARITY AC0-reduces to CONNECTIVITY is not
easily AC0-embedded in a binary image. This is the reason why we use another
trick. It consists in associating to each binary string w=w1 : : : wm a braid with two
strands which is connected if the number of 1’s in w is even, and which has 2
connected components otherwise. Each bit 1 or 0 in w corresponds to crossing or
non-crossing the two strands of the braid. Two diagonal opposite ends of the strands
are connected with no more crossings. More precisely, we de7ne the undirected graph




w = {0; : : : ; 2m+1} and E′w = {(0; 2m+1)}∪ {(2l− 2; 2l); (2l−
1; 2l+ 1)=wl=0}∪ {(2l− 2; 2l+ 1); (2l− 1; 2l)=wl=1} (see Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. The simple braid associated to a string: (a) case of the string 00101101, (b) case of the string
00101001.
Fig. 9. The planar “embedding” of the simple braid associated to the string 00101101.
It is not diNcult to draw this braid in a planar 7gure (see Fig. 9). All edges of type
(2l− 2; 2l), etc., are easily AC0-generated (see below), but this is not the case for the
edge (0; 2m+ 1) (drawn in dashed lines in Fig. 9).
We overcome this problem by using a double braid G(w)= (Vw; Ew) de7ned as
follows: Vw = {0; : : : ; 4m + 5} and Ew = {(1; 4m + 4); (2m + 2; 4m + 4); (2m + 3; 4m +
4)}∪ {(2l − 2; 2l); (2l − 1; 2l + 1); (2m + 2l − 2; 2m + 2l); (2m + 2l − 1; 2m + 2l +
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Fig. 10. The double braid associated to the string 00101101.
Fig. 11. The planar “embedding” of the double braid associated to the string 00101101.
1)=wl=0}∪ {(2l− 2; 2l+1); (2l− 1; 2l); (2m+2l− 2; 2m+2l+1); (2m+2l− 1; 2m+
2l)=wl=1}∪ {(2m; 4m+ 5); (4m+ 2; 4m+ 5); (4m+ 3; 4m+ 5)} (see Fig. 10).
We draw the double braid embraced in a planar 7gure using a similar device as
previously (see Fig. 11).
Let us now describe more precisely the obtained image. For all 06i63+7m+6+4m
and 06j64m+12+4m, the value of the pixel (i; j) is 0; 1; wl or ¬wl for some 16l6m.
Uniformity follows from the fact that the value of any pixel (i; j) is easily de7nable
from its own coordinates (see Fig. 12).
The following pixels are set to 1:
• i=3 + 7l+ 2 and j∈{4m+ 3; 4m+ 10} for 06l6m (vertices of the 7rst braid).
• i=3 + 7l and j∈{4m+ 1; 4m+ 8} for 06l6m (vertices of the second braid).
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Fig. 12. The pixels of the binary image associated to a string.
• i=1 and 4m + 16j64m + 10, i=2 and j∈{4m + 1; 4m + 3; 4m + 8}, i=3 and
j=4m+ 3, i=4 and j=4m+ 3 (left connection between the two braids).
• i∈{3+7m+1; 3+7m+2} and j∈{4m+1; 4m+8}, i=3+7m+3 and j∈{4m+
1; 4m + 8; 4m + 10}, i=3 + 7m + 4 and 4m + 16j64m + 10 (right connection
between the two braids).
• There are 4m additional pixels set to 1 (corresponding to wl ∨¬wl). They are:
(3 + 7(l− 1) + 2; 4m+ 1); (3 + 7(l− 1) + 5; 4m+ 2); (3 + 7(l− 1) + 4; 4m+ 8) and
(3 + 7(l− 1) + 7; 4m+ 10) for 16l6m.
The following pixels are set to ¬wl for 16l6m:
• i= {3 + 7(l− 1) + 1}∪ {3 + 7(l− 1) + 3; : : : ; 3 + 7(l− 1) + 6} and j=4m+ 1.
• i= {3+ 7(l− 1)+ 3; 3+ 7(l− 1)+ 5}∪ {3+ 7(l− 1)+ 6; : : : ; 3+ 7(l− 1)+ 8} and
j=4m+ 3.
• i= {3+ 7(l− 1)+ 1; : : : ; 3+ 7(l− 1)+ 3}∪ {3+ 7(l− 1)+ 5; 3+ 7(l− 1)+ 6} and
j=4m+ 8.
• i= {3 + 7(l− 1) + 3; : : : ; 3 + 7(l− 1) + 6}∪ {3 + 7(l− 1) + 8} and j=4m+ 10.
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The following pixels are set to wl for 16l6m:
• i=3 + 7(l− 1) and 4l+ 16j64m (leftmost vertical line).
• i=3 + 7(l− 1) + 2 and 4l+ 36j64m or j=4m+ 2 (second vertical line).
• i=3 + 7l and j=4m + 9 or 4m + 116j64m + 12 + 4(m − l) + 2 (third vertical
line).
• i=3 + 7l+ 2 and 4m+ 116j64m+ 12 + 4(m− l) (fourth vertical line).
• i=3 + 7m+ 6 + 4(m− l) and 4l+ 36j64m+ 12 + 4(m− l) (7fth vertical line).
• i=3 + 7m + 6 + 4(m − l) + 2 and 4l + 16j64m + 12 + 4(m − l) + 2 (rightmost
vertical line).
• j=4(l− 1) + 1 and 3 + 7(l− 1)6i63 + 7m+ 6+ 4(m− l) + 2 (lowest horizontal
line).
• j=4(l− 1) + 3 and 3 + 7(l− 1) + 26i63 + 7m+ 6+ 4(m− l) (second horizontal
line).
• j=4m+ 12 + 4(m− l) and 3 + 7l+ 26i63 + 7m+ 6+ 4(m− l) (third horizontal
line).
• j=4m+12+4(m−l)+2 and 3+7l6i63+7m+6+4(m−l)+2 (uppest horizontal
line).
• i=3+7(l−1)+' and j=4m+8−' for '∈{1; 2; 3; 4; 6} (leftmost diagonal). Note
that we use 8-adjacency here. In the case of 4-adjacency, a slightly diMerent image
is needed.
• i=5 + 7(l − 1) + ' and j=4m + 10 − ' for '∈{1; 3; 4; 5; 6} (rightmost
diagonal).
All other pixels are set to 0. Moreover, one can verify in Fig. 11 that for 16l¡
l′6m, the cases above do not intersect.
Finally, the whole image has a size O(m2), is generated by a depth 3 uniform family
of circuits, and is 8-connected iM there is an even number of 1 in w.
Corollary 7. 2D LOWER HOMOTOPY and 2D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY =∈AC 0.
Proof. This is because the image generated in the proof of Proposition 9 is lower
8-homotopic (and consequently also symmetrically 8-homotopic) to the embedding
of the second braid (i.e. the braid with vertices {2m + 2; : : : ; 4m + 5} and edges
{(2m+2; 4m+4); (2m+3; 4m+4)}∪ {(2m+2l− 2; 2m+2l); (2m+2l− 1; 2m+2l+
1)=wl=0}∪ {(2m+2l−2; 2m+2l+1); (2m+2l−1; 2m+2l)=wl=1}∪ {(4m+2; 4m+
5); (4m + 3; 4m + 5)}) iM the number of 1’s in w is even. Indeed, the extremities 1
and 2m of the 7rst braid are 8-simple points. Thus, if the extremity 1 is connected
to extremity 2m + 1 and the extremity 2m is connected to extremity 0 (i.e. an even
number of crossings), then the two strands of the 7rst braid can be sequentially deleted.
Conversely, if the extremity 1 is connected to the extremity 2m and the extremity 0 is
connected to the extremity 2m+1, one of the strands of the braid can be sequentially
reduced to a single isolated point, and the second strand has no simple point, hence
cannot be deleted at all.
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Proposition 10. 2D CONNECTED SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY =∈AC 0.
Proof. The above reduction of PARITY does not work here because if the number of
1’s in w is odd, the image generated is not connected. We propose here another easy
AC 0-reduction of PARITY to 2D CONNECTED SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY. Note that it also
work for 2D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY.
The idea consists in generating an n-connected binary image with a size O(m) which
has a hole for each 1 in w, and to compare it (in parallel) to all images in a 7xed
family of n-connected images. This family contains O(m) images with the same size
and with any possible even number of holes. Clearly, the instance contains an even
number of 1’s iM the image generated from it is symmetrically homotopic to one of the
images in the family. Hence we obtain an AC 0 algorithm. This proof does not extend
to 2D CONNECTED LOWER HOMOTOPY, because in this case we should take into account
the location of the holes, so that the number of diMerent images to generate would no
more be polynomial in m.
6. Conclusion
We have given a LogSpace algorithm for 2DIR, and consequently for all the con-
sidered basic problems of 2D digital topology. On the other hand, we have proved
that none of the considered problems is in AC 0 (except maybe 2D CONNECTED LOWER
HOMOTOPY). Moreover, we have shown that 2DIR is NC1-hard, and consequently, that
2D IMAGE LABEL and 2D IMAGE NUMBER are also NC1-hard.
Several questions remain:
• Are some of the considered problems in NC1? Note that if 2DIR is in NC1, then
it is NC1-complete and all the considered problems are in NC1, except possibly 2D
SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY.
• Is 2DIR LogSpace-complete?
• In 3D, the notions of reachability and connectivity make sense, and, via the notion
of a 3D simple point (see [16]), the notions of lower homotopy and symmetric
homotopy also make sense. It is not known whether 3D SYMMETRIC HOMOTOPY is
decidable or not, though it is easily seen to be recursively enumerable. As far as 3D
LOWER HOMOTOPY is concerned, it is easily seen to be in NP, but it is not known if
it is polynomial time decidable. Note that this 3D problem might also turn out to
be NP-complete.
• Finally, using a method similar to the characterization of 2DIR via reachability within
the adjacency graph on the 2D digital boundary (see Theorem 5), the problem 3D
REACHABILITY can be reduced to reachability within a digital boundary in the 3D
space, hence in a digital surface (see [22] for basic notions on topology within such
a surface).
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Appendix A. Complexity of permutation reachability
In this appendix, we study the complexity of the reachability problem in a very
restricted class of graphs, which we call permutation graphs. This problem is clearly
easier than all classical cases presented in Section 1.4. As a by-product of our results
on problems issued from 2D digital topology, we show that its complexity is yet non-
trivial.
A permutation graph is a directed graph in which each vertex has fan-in 1 and
fan-out 1. Such a graph represents a bijection from the set of its vertices onto itself
and it just consists of one or several isolated cycles (some cycles may contain one
single vertex). In this paper, examples of permutation graphs are the directed (X; n)-
adjacency graph (see Section 2.2), and the graph on E(X )∪W (X ) in which there is
an edge between a and gnX (a) for a∈E(X )∪W (X ) (see Section 3).
As any graph, a permutation graph G with m vertices can be encoded into an
adjacency matrix (Mi; j)i; j=1;:::; m such that Mi; j =1 iM there is an edge in G from i
to j. The adjacency matrix of a permutation graph is characterized by the property of
having exactly one 1 in every range and in every column.
Now, the reachability problem on permutation graphs is formalized as follows:
PERMUTATION REACHABILITY:
Input: The adjacency matrix (Mi; j)i; j=1;:::; m of a permutation graph, and the binary
expansion of two elements i and j of {1; : : : ; m}.
Question: Are i and j connected?
Note that there is a natural LogSpace algorithm for deciding PERMUTATION
REACHABILITY, consisting in following the unique path with origin the 7rst vertex,
by taking the iterated images under the considered permutation.
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following proposition:
Proposition A.1. 2DIR is AC 0-reducible to PERMUTATION REACHABILITY.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use Theorem 5 to characterize the reachability of
two pixels in a binary image via the two permutation graphs presented just above. The
global structure of the circuit used for the reduction is represented in Fig. 13. The
inputs are a binary image ((Ii; j)i; j=0;:::; k−1; n), and two speci7ed pixels x1 = (i1; j1) and
x2 = (i2; j2) given by the binary expansions of their coordinates. The output must be 1
if x1 and x2 are n-connected in X (I), and 0 otherwise. In the sequel of this proof, we
denote X =X (I).
Then, using the image (I; n), we construct the adjacency matrix AdjM of the
directed (X; n)-adjacency graph, and, using PERMUTATION REACHABILITY gates, we
construct the adjacency matrix TCAdjM of the transitive closure of the directed
(X; n)-adjacency graph.
Using the matrix TCAdjM , we construct the adjacency matrix gnX AdjM of the
permutation gnX de7ned in Section 2.2.
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Fig. 13. The circuit which enables us to reduce 2DIR to PERMUTATION REACHABILITY.
On the other hand, we construct Left(x1) the binary expansion of the unique pixel
of the form (i; j1), with i6i1, such that (i − 1; j1) =∈X , and such that for all i6i′6i1
we have (i′; j1)∈X . This pixel Left(x1) is involved in the construction, also using
PERMUTATION REACHABILITY gates, of the boundary representant RX (x1). We con-
struct similarly from x2 a binary expansion Left(x2) of a pixel, as we construct Left(x1)
from x1, and then RX (x2).
Finally, the output is computed, due to Theorem 5, by checking, using the matrix
TCAdjM , that RX (x1) and RX (x2) lie in the same connected component of the (X; n)-
adjacency graph.
Let us now describe by formulas the precise structure of the considered circuit.
First step: Construction of the adjacency matrix AdjM . The boundary (X ) will
be identi7ed with a subset of {0; : : : ; k−1}2×{0; : : : ; 3}, the element of {0; : : : ; k−1}2
representing the immediate interior pixel of a boundary element, and the element of
{0; : : : ; 3} one of the four main directions in the plane. We introduce the elementary
movement vectors v(0)= (1; 0); v(1)= (0; 1), v(2)= (−1; 0), and v(3)= (0;−1). Thus,
an element (x; d) of {0; : : : ; k − 1}2 × {0; : : : ; 3} represents an element of (X ) if and
only if (x; x + v(d))∈ (X ), in other words, Ix =1 and Ix+v(d) = 0.
In fact, we cannot exactly compute the adjacency matrix of the (X; n)-adjacency
graph since the set of the vertices of this graph is not known when the circuit is built
because it depends on the entries.
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Thus, we encode a graph having {0; : : : ; k − 1}2 × {0; : : : ; 3} as set of vertices, such
that there is an edge in the graph between (x; d) and (x′; d′) if and only if (x; x+v(d)),
(x′; x′ + v(d′)) both belong to (X ) and are (X; n)-adjacent. Now, let us explain how
we compute the value of a given coeNcient AdjM (x; d); (x′ ; d′). We denote x=(i; j) and
x′=(i′; j′).
In the construction of the circuit, we distinguish several cases according to n and to
the relative position of (x; d) and (x′; d′). We explain the case when n=8, the case
when n=4 is similar. We distinguish four cases:
First case: x and x′ are not 8-adjacent and not equal. In this case, the coeNcient
AdjM (x; d);(x′ ; d′) is always 0, and is computed by a 0 gate.
Second case: x and x′ are 8-adjacent but not 4-adjacent. If x + v(d) = x′ + v(d′),
the coeNcient to compute is always 0 and is computed by a 0 gate. Otherwise, the
coeNcient to compute is not 0 if (x; d) and (x′; d′) both represent elements of (X )
(indeed, due to the position of (x; x+ v(d)) and x′+ v(d′) in this case, they are always
(X; 8)-adjacent as soon as they belong to (X )). So, the coeNcient AdjM (x; d); (x′ ; d′)
is computed by the easy formula: Ix ∧¬ Ix+v(d) ∧ Ix′ ∧¬ Ix′+v(d′).
Third case: x and x′ are 4-adjacent. If d =d′, the coeNcient to compute is 0 and
is computed by a 0 gate. Otherwise d=d′ and, as in the second case, the coeN-
cient to compute is not 0 if (x; d) and (x′; d′) both represent elements of (X ). So,
the coeNcient AdjM (x; d); (x′ ; d′) is computed by the same formula as in the second
case.
Fourth case: if x= x′, then if d=d′, the coeNcient is 1 if and only if (x; d) does
not correspond to a boundary element of X . The aim of this trick is that the matrix
AdjM represents a permutation graph. If d =d′, then if v(d)=−v(d′) the coeNcient
if 0 and is computed by a 0 gate, and otherwise v(d) =−v(d′), and the coeNcient is
computed by the formula: Ix ∧ ¬Ix+v(d) ∧ ¬Ix+v(d′) ∧ ¬Ix+v(d)+v(d′).
Second step: Construction of the adjacency matrix TCAdjM of the transitive closure
of AdjM . Lets us denote PR(AdjM ; (x; d); (x′; d′)) if (x; d) and (x′; d′) are connected
for the adjacency matrix AdjM . A coeNcient TCAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) is computed by the
easy formula PR(AdjM ; (x; d); (x′; d′)) using a single PERMUTATION REACHABILITY
gate having the matrix AdjM as input, together with some 0 and 1 gates representing
the binary expansions of (x; d) and (x′; d′).
Third step: Construction of the adjacency matrix gnXAdjM . As for AdjM , we con-
sider the graph of the permutation gmX as an induced subgraph of a graph G with
{0; : : : ; k − 1}2 × {0; : : : ; 3} as set of vertices. There is an edge in G between a
vertex (x; d) and a vertex (x′; d′) if and only if (x; x + v(d)) and (x′; x′ + v(d′))
both belong to E(X ) ∪ W (X ), and (x′; x′ + v(d′))= gnX ((x; x + v(d))). Now let us
explain how we compute a given coeNcient gnXAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) of the adjacency ma-
trix of the graph G. We denote x=(i; j) and x′=(i′; j′). We distinguish four
cases:
First case: If d=0 (corresponding to a potential east boundary element) and d′=2
(corresponding to a potential west boundary element), and i′ 6 i, and j= j′. From the
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de7nition of gnX , we have (x
′; x′+v(d′))= gnX ((x; x+v(d))) if and only if (i
′−1; j′) ∈X ,
(i + 1; j) ∈X , and for i′′= i′; : : : ; i the pixel (i′′; j) belongs to X . So, the coeNcient
gnXAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) can be expressed by the following formula:
¬Ii′−1; j′ ∧ ¬Ii+1; j ∧
i∧
i′′=i′
Ii′′ ; j :
Second case: If d=2 (corresponding to a potential west boundary element) and
d′=0 (corresponding to a potential east boundary element), and i′¡i and j′= j. From
the de7nition of gnX , we have (x
′; x′+v(d′))= gnX ((x; x+v(d))) if and only if (x; x+v(d))
and (x′; x′ + v(d′)) both belong to (X ) and lie in the same connected component of
the (X; n)-adjacency graph (this can be expressed by TCAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) = 1), and (i
′
is maximal) for all i′¡i′′¡i we have TCAdjM(x; d); ((i′′ ; j);0) = 0. Hence the coeNcient
gnXAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) can be expressed by the following formula:
TCAdjM(x; d);(x′ ; d′) ∧
i−1∧
i′′=i′+1
¬TCAdjM(x; d);((i′′ ; j);0):
Third case: If d=2, d′=0, i 6 i′ and j′= j. we have (x′; x′ + v(d′))= gnX ((x; x +
v(d))) if and only if TCAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) = 1 and ((x
′; x′ + v(d′)) is west extremal)
for any i′′¡i we have TCAdjM(x; d); ((i′′ ; j);0) = 0, and (i
′ is maximal) for any i′′¿i′
we have TCAdjM(x; d); ((i′′ ; j);0) = 0. Hence the coeNcient g
n
XAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) can be ex-
pressed by the following formula:
TCAdjM(x; d);(x′ ; d′) ∧
i−1∧
i′′=0
¬TCAdjM(x; d);((i′′ ; j);0) ∧
k−1∧
i′′=i′+1
¬TCAdjM(x; d);((i′′ ; j);0):
Fifth case: Otherwise if (x; d)= (x′; d′) and d∈{1; 3} gnXAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) is 1 and
is computed by a 1 gate. If (x; d)= (x′; d′) and d∈{0; 2}, then the coeNcient gnX Adj
M(x; d); (x′ ; d′) is 1 if and only if (x; d) does not represent a boundary element of X , i.e
it is computed by the formula: ¬Ix ∨ Ix+v(d). Again, the purpose is that matrix gnXAdjM
represents a permutation.
Sixth case: In all other cases, the coeNcient gnXAdjM(x; d); (x′ ; d′) is 0 and is computed
by a 0 gate.
Fourth step: Construction of the binary expansions of Left(x1) and Left(x2). We
explain how to construct Left(x1), and the construction of Left(x2) is
similar.
Remember that Left(x1) is the binary expansion of the unique pixel of the form
(i; j1), with i 6 i1, such that (i−1; j1) ∈X , and for all i 6 i′ 6 i1 we have (i′; j1)∈X .
This pixel is easily characterized, the problem is to get the binary expansion of its
coordinates.
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To do this, we 7rst construct a matrix M with size k×k such that for i; j=0; : : : ; k−1
we have Mi; j =1 iM (i; j) is the pixel whose binary expansion is Left(x1). From the
de7nition of Left(x1), the value of Mi; j is given by the following formula:




The comparisons j= j1 and i 6 i1 can of course be performed with an AC0 subcircuit.
Once we have the matrix M , the bit of rank ' of Left(x1) is given by the formula:
k−1∨
i;j=0
(Mi;j ∧ BIT ((i; j); ')):
Fifth step: Construction of the binary expansions of RX (x1) and RX (x2). We explain
how to construct RX (x1), and the construction of RX (x2) is similar. From the de7nition,
RX (x1)= (x′1; x
′
1 + v(2)) is the leftmost west boundary element in the same connected
component of gnXAdjM as Left(x1), at the same height j
′
1 as Left(x1). We want to
construct the binary expansion of x′1.
First, we construct a matrix N with size k × k, such that for i; j=0; : : : ; k − 1 we
have Ni; j iM (i; j)= x′1. The coeNcient Ni; j is computed by translating the de7nition of
x′1 into the following formula:




¬PR(gnX AdjM; (Left(x1); 2); ((i′; j); 2)):
Note that the PR function values are computed using PERMUTATION REACHABILITY
gates.
Once we have the matrix N , the binary expansion of the unique x′1 = (i; j) such
that Ni; j =1 is computed as we have above computed Left(x1) from the matrix M .
Similarly, we compute from Left(x2) the binary expansion of the pixel x′2 such that
RX (x2)= (x′2; x
′
2 + v(2)).
Sixth step: Computation of the output. The output is computed using a single




Conversely, note that it is not clear whether PERMUTATION REACHABILITY is AC0-
reducible to 2DIR or not. The diNculty lies in drawing a 2D binary image of any
given permutation graph, using a parallel constant-time algorithm, in such a way that
the diMerent cycles do not intersect on the picture.
Now, using Proposition 8 together with Proposition A.1, we obtain immediately the
following:
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Corollary A.1. PERMUTATION REACHABILITY is NC1-hard.
Finally, we have shown that PERMUTATION REACHABILITY is both in LogSpace
and NC1-hard. As in the case of 2DIR, we do not know whether PERMUTATION
REACHABILITY is in NC1 (hence NC1-complete). It could also turn out to be LogSpace-
hard (hence LogSpace-complete).
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